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A neural-network algorithm that uses CALIPSO lidar measurements to infer droplet
effective radius, extinction coefficient, liquid-water content, and droplet number
concentration for water clouds is described and assessed. These results are verified
against values inferred from High-Spectral-Resolution Lidar (HSRL) and Research
Scanning Polarimeter (RSP) measurements made on an aircraft that flew under
CALIPSO. The global cloud microphysical properties are derived from 14+ years of
CALIPSO lidar measurements, and the droplet sizes are compared to corresponding
values inferred from MODIS passive imagery. This new product will provide constraints to
improve modeling of Earth’s water cycle and cloud-climate interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

CALIPSO Lidar measurements provide the first ever direct measurements of the global distribution of
water-cloud extinction coefficients from space. Water-cloud backscattering β decays exponentially
with propagation depth z as β � β0e

−λz , which is demonstrated in CALIPSO lidar measurements.
Without multiple scattering, the decay rate λ and extinction coefficient of vertically homogenous
water clouds σ are equal. Multiple scattering significantly reduces the decay rate of water-cloud
backscattering profiles in the CALIPSOmeasurements. The decay rate λ of the CALIPSO water-cloud
backscattering profile approximately equals the extinction coefficient σ of water cloudsmultiplied by a
multiple-scattering factor η: β � β0e

−ησz . Our previous studies (Hu et al., 2006 and, 2007; Hu, 2007)
suggest that the multiple-scattering factor is a function of water-cloud depolarization ratio δ:
η � (1−δ1+δ)

2

. The depolarization ratio is accurately measured by CALIPSO. To accurately estimate
the decay rate of water clouds from CALIPSO measurements and in turn retrieve the water-cloud
extinction coefficient, we developed an algorithm that can properly account for the measurement
issues that may cause biases, e.g. detector transient response, low-pass filter, discretized range bins,
cloud top structure and heterogeneity, as well as uncertainty associated with measurement noise.

It is also possible to estimate the water-cloud lidar ratio Sc, i.e. the ratio of the extinction to the
backscattering cross section measured at 180° scattering angle obtained from CALIPSO
measurements (Hu, 2007). Water-cloud lidar ratios are inversely proportional to cloud droplet
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sizes (Hu et al., 2006; Mace et al., 2020). Thus, it is theoretically
possible to estimate the effective water-cloud droplet size Re from
CALIPSO measurements. There are measurement issues to be
resolved in order to derive Re accurately using CALIPSO
observations, e.g., shot noise from sunlight creates difficulty in
detecting aerosols and sub-visual clouds above water clouds, and
thus causes biases in lidar-ratio estimates. Here we develop a Re
retrieval technique that allows us to avoid such biases.

In this paper we describe the retrieval algorithm for estimating
microphysical properties of water clouds (e.g., extinction
coefficient, effective drop size, liquid water content, and
droplet number concentration) from 14 + years of global lidar
measurements acquired by NASA’s CALIPSO satellite.

Airborne measurements made by the co-manifested NASA
Langley Research Center (LaRC) high spectral resolution lidar
(HSRL) and the Goddard Institute of Space Studies (GISS)
research scanning polarimeter (RSP) have been used to derive
an identical set of water-cloud microphysical properties. The
results obtained from these joint HSRL + RSP retrievals agree
closely with the coincident in situmeasurements acquired during
multiple field campaigns conducted in various locations around
the planet. These retrievals from airborne remote-sensing
platforms are used in validating our experimental CALIPSO
water-cloud microphysics products.

While space-based passive remote sensors only derive water-
cloud microphysical parameters from daytime measurements,
our experimental CALIPSO data product provides a full set of
water-cloud microphysical information for both daytime and
nighttime. In our initial studies of diurnal differences, we have
found large day/night contrasts in water-cloud microphysical
properties. It turns out that the difference is due to depolarization
calibration inconsistency. After the inconsistency is removed, the
day-night differences in cloud microphysics are reduced
significantly.

The cloud microphysical properties derived from the
CALIPSO lidar measurements will enable new and more
accurate constraints to be developed and applied to weather
and climate models, such as cloud parameterization schemes
with their associated simulations of radiation and condensation
(e.g., Wilson et al., 2008). This study provides the community
with the first long-term, global, nighttime cloud microphysics
data products. It also provides an independent, validated daytime
water-cloud droplet number concentration data product
complementary to those from passive remote sensing (Han
et al., 1998; Wood, 2006; Grosvenor et al., 2018).

TECHNICAL APPROACH

In addition to cloud-top height (Mace et al., 2020) and cloud
thermodynamic-phase identification (Hu et al., 2007),
CALIPSO’s lidar measurements can be mined to retrieve many
other important water-cloud microphysical properties. For
example, lidar ratios derived from the CALIPSO water-cloud
measurements have been shown to be well-correlated with
effective cloud droplet size (Mace et al., 2020), and CALIPSO’s
dual polarization backscattering profiles are sensitive to changes

in extinction coefficients (Li et al., 2018). Estimation of cloud
liquid-water content and droplet number density from CALIPSO
observations hinges upon retrievals of cloud droplet effective
radius and cloud extinction (Hu et al., 2007).

The retrieval of cloud-droplet effective radius from CALIPSO
data is illustrated in Figure 1. Lidar ratios Sc of moderately thick
water clouds (in this work defined as the effective optical depths
at 532 nm larger than 2.5 and two-way transmittances less than
0.0067) can be derived from layer-integrated attenuated-
backscattering and depolarization-ratio measurements of water
clouds. The layer-integrated attenuated backscattering β of
moderately thick water clouds is inversely proportional to Sc
and the layer-integrated multiple scattering factor η; i.e., β � 1/
[2η* Sc] (Platt, 1973). The multiple-scattering factor can be
accurately computed from the layer-integrated volume
depolarization ratio δ using η�(1−δ)2/(1+δ)2 (Hu et al., 2006;
Hu, 2007; Hu et al., 2007). Lidar ratios of water clouds computed
from the Lorenz-Mie theory are inversely correlated with the
effective droplet radius (Figure 1, left panel) if the effective
variance of the size distribution is greater than 0.1 (e.g., green
and blue dotted lines). As the relationship between droplet size
and lidar ratio varies with effective variance of size distribution,
water-cloud droplet size cannot be estimated accurately from
lidar ratio alone. To estimate droplet size accurately, we also need
another independent measurement that is sensitive to the size
distribution, e.g., color-ratio measurements. The right panel of
Figure 1 shows that the color ratio also varies with particle size
and effective variance.

It is possible to estimate the effective radius of water clouds
relatively accurately from lidar-ratio and color-ratio information
derived from lidar measurements. Comparing with 532 nm,
theoretical calculations (Hu et al., 2007) suggest that multiple
scattering at 1064 nm is roughly 25% higher for CALIPSO, due to
the fact that the size parameter at 1064 nm is half of 532 nm and
multiple scattering is inversely proportional to the third power of
the size parameter (Hu et al., 2007). Thus the effective color ratio
from the CALIPSO measurements (right panels of Figure 2) is
25% higher compared with the single-scattering color ratio and is
consistent with theoretical calculations. Other information, such
as cloud temperature, estimated from CALIPSO cloud-height
measurements, can also provide extra information about the
effective variance of the droplet size distribution.

Collocated MODIS and CALIPSO measurements show that
for warm water clouds with cloud-top temperatures higher than
0°C (upper-left panel of Figure 2), the lidar ratio increases as the
effective radius decreases. The effective variance of the droplet
size distribution from both the lidar ratios and color ratios is
likely greater than 0.16 when effective radius is less than 10 μm.
For warm clouds with effective radius larger than 15 μm, lidar
ratios are considerably lower than theoretical Lorenz-Mie
calculations. For cold water clouds with cloud-top
temperatures colder than −20°C (lower panels of Figure 2),
both the lidar-ratio and color-ratio measurements suggest that
the effective variance of the size distribution is likely smaller
than 0.04.

Although there is sufficient information about cloud
droplet effective radius in lidar measurements, there are
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measurement issues that may affect the accuracy of effective-
radius estimates from the lidar-ratio and color-ratio
measurements. Subvisual cirrus and background aerosols
above the clouds may cause over-estimations of the lidar
ratio. Fine-mode aerosols above water clouds cause over-

estimation of the color ratio. For water clouds having
droplets with an effective radius larger than 20 μm, lidar
ratios estimated from the CALIPSO measurements are
significantly smaller than the ones from Lorenz-Mie
calculations.

FIGURE 1 | (A): relationship between water-cloud droplet effective radius Re and water-cloud lidar ratio Sc calculated using the Lorenz-Mie theory. (B): the single-
scattering color ratio (1064 nm backscatter cross section/532 nm backscatter cross section) as a function of Re.

FIGURE 2 | Left panels: relationship between the collocated MODIS water-cloud droplet effective radius Re and CALIPSOwater-cloud lidar ratio Sc for warmwater
clouds (A) and supercooled liquid water clouds (B). Right panel: relationship between collocated MODIS Collection 6 water cloud droplet effective radius Re (Platnick
et al., 2017) and CALIPSO water-cloud color ratio for warm water clouds (C) and supercooled liquid water clouds (D).
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A neural-network-based nonlinear functional approximation
(Beal et al., 1992; Beal et al., 2021) that links CALIPSO water-
cloud measurements to effective radius derived from collocated
MODIS observations is developed in order to overcome these
issues effectively. The neural-network algorithm takes in the
CALIPSO measurements, such as the layer-integrated
attenuated water-cloud backscattering and the vertically
integrated, attenuated backscattering of the air above water
clouds, as input and the effective radius of collocated MODIS
as output for training the neural network. The collocated MODIS
effective radius and CALIPSO lidar measurements during
January 2008 are used for training the neural-network
algorithm and applied to all CALIPSO daytime measurements

between 2008 and 2020. The effective radius from CALIPSO
(right panel of Figure 3) agrees with MODIS (left panel of
Figure 3) within ± 2 microns.

We also applied the algorithm to the CALIPSO nighttime
measurements and found that the droplet sizes are unrealistically
large compared with daytime measurements. This is most likely
due to differences in the calibration. While daytime and
nighttime statistics of all three channels of the lidar
measurements suggest good consistency of daytime and
nighttime 532 nm parallel and 1064 nm total backscattering
measurements, there are significant differences between
daytime and nighttime 532 nm perpendicular lidar
backscattering statistics. For example, while nighttime 532 nm

FIGURE 3 | Comparisons of water-cloud-droplet effective radius Re from 2008 MODIS (A) and CALIPSO (B) measurements.

FIGURE 4 |Comparisons of daytime (A) and nighttime (B) land surface depolarization ratio from CALIPSOmeasurements, as well as the 3D histogram (C) and 2D
histogram (D) of the day-night land surface difference.
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parallel-polarized backscattering from land surfaces agrees with
daytime measurements, nighttime backscattering
depolarization ratios of land surfaces (upper right panel of
Figure 4) are very different from daytime measurements
(upper left panel of Figure 4), and the nighttime
depolarization ratios are roughly 7% lower compared with
daytime measurements (lower panels of Figure 4). We raised
nighttime depolarization ratios by 7% to make it consistent with
daytime measurements and thus possible to apply the neural-
network algorithm to nighttime CALIPSO measurements for
effective radius estimation. With the adjustment of nighttime
depolarization ratios, the daytime and nighttime difference in
cloud effective radius estimated from the neural-network
algorithm is significantly reduced (Figure 5).

We also developed a second neural-network algorithm
(CALIPSO 2) to reduce potential uncertainties in cloud-droplet
radius estimates due to undetected aerosols above water clouds and
calibration errors. This method uses depolarization ratios and color
ratios as input parameters of the neural-network algorithm to
replace the three CALIPSO 1 attenuated-backscattering channels.
The effective radii derived from these two algorithms agree with
each other in general (lower right panel of Figure 8 and middle
panel of Figure 11).

We also developed two different algorithms to determine the
water-cloud extinction coefficient fromCALIPSOmeasurements.
Method #1 is a profile-shape algorithm in which the water-cloud

extinction coefficient σ is determined from the five range bins that
measure the largest attenuated-backscattering coefficients
(i.e., including one prior and three subsequent to the peak
backscattering, β-1, β0, . . . , β3). This technique is based on
simulations of the CALIPSO water-cloud measurements for
various extinction coefficients that fully account for
measurement complexity, such as the non-ideal CALIPSO
receiver transient responses (Hu et al., 2007), cloud top
bumpiness, and issues associated with averaging over 30 m range
bins (Figures 6 and 7). Using these simulated lidar measurements, a
neural network nonlinear functional approximation, f(βI) � σ, is
trained with attenuated-backscattering coefficients computed for
various extinction coefficients as the input and the extinction
coefficients as the output (Figure 7).

Extinction-coefficient retrieval method #2 derives extinction
coefficients σ from depolarization ratios δ and effective radii Re by
applying the theoretical relationship f (σ, Re, δ) � 0 established by
extensive Monte Carlo simulations of laser-light propagation in
water clouds (Hu et al., 2007; Li et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2014)
while the formula is modified based on the measurements:

σ(2πRe

λ
)−0.333

� 216( δ

1 + δ
)

2

Where λ is the lidar wavelength (0.532 μm) and the unit of
Re is μm.

FIGURE 5 | Comparisons of daytime (A) and nighttime (B) water-cloud droplet effective radius Re estimated from CALIPSO measurements (2008).

FIGURE 6 | Examples of water-cloud backscattering profiles from CALIPSO measurements.
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As seen in the lower left panel of Figure 8, the extinction
coefficients derived using the two different methods agree
reasonably well. Similarly, estimates of effective radius also can
be derived from depolarization ratios and extinction coefficients.
The water-cloud effective radii derived from this method also agree
with the effective radii obtained from lidar-ratio measurements
(lower right panel of Figure 8).

Other physical properties of water clouds, such as liquid-water
content w and droplet number concentrationNd, can be derived from
the extinction coefficient σ and effective radius Re (Hu et al., 2007):

w � 4ρReσ

3eQc
≈
2Reσ

3

Nd � σ

2πR2
e

1

(1 − ])(1 − 2])
Here ρ is the density of water (1 g/cm3), Qc is the extinction
efficiency of water-cloud droplets, which for droplets large

compared with the wavelength Qc ≈ 2, and υ is the variance of
the droplet size distribution. In this study, we assume υ � 0.13. A
study to derive the variances directly from the lidar
measurements by training it to the variances derived from
collocated POLDER measurements is in progress.

Figure 9 shows the liquid-water content (left panel) and
droplet number concentration (right panel) derived from Re

and extinction coefficient for the same section of the orbit as
in Figure 8. The blue and red lines represent w and Nd

derived from Re and extinction coefficient using Method 1
and Method 2 respectively, which agree with each other
reasonably well.

Figure 10 shows the annual mean microphysical
properties of water clouds, including Re (upper left panel),
extinction coefficient (upper right panel), liquid-water
content (lower left panel) and droplet number
concentration (lower right panel).

FIGURE 7 | Physics behind water-cloud extinction-coefficient retrievals using five largest cloud backscattering range bins. (A): transient response function
CALIPSO’s 532 nm channel. (B): one silver lining of CALIPSO’s transient response and coarse-resolution sampling is that the backscattering profiles are insensitive to
cloud-top bumpiness. (C): backscattering profiles before discretized sampling for different effective extinction coefficients. (D): a neural-network algorithm for
determining extinction coefficients.
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COMPARISONS OF CALIPSO
WATER-CLOUD PROPERTIES WITH
CLOUD MICROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
FROM HSRL AND RSP MEASUREMENTS

Over the last several years, the NASA HSRL and RSP teams have
invested heavily in both instrument and algorithm development in
order to improve the accuracy of their measurements and optimize
their retrievals of cloud microphysical properties. The HSRL/RSP
water-cloud-microphysical-property product is validated against in
situmeasurements acquired during the North Atlantic Aerosols and
Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES). The extinction coefficients
from the HSRL measurements agree reasonably well with in situ
measurements (Alexandrov, et al., 2018; Hair et al., 2018). Similarly,
the mean droplet extinction cross section areas (2π * Re

2) from the
RSP measurements (Cairns et al., 2020) also show reasonable
agreement with the corresponding in situ measurements.

Water-cloud measurements have been made by the HSRL and
RSP instruments in many field campaigns that have taken place in
different parts of the world over the last few years. Thus, we can
use the global data set of HSRL and RSP measurements to assess
uncertainties in the CALIPSO water-cloud-microphysical-
property data products as discussed below.

Figure 11 shows an example of the HSRL/RSP water-cloud
measurements when the aircraft underflew the CALIPSO orbit
track (blue line in the upper panel) on May 27, 2016 during

the NAAMES mission. The water-cloud effective radii
determined from the RSP measurements (blue line in the
middle panel of Figure 11) agree better with CALIPSO’s Re

estimates derived with the lidar ratio method (green and
red line) within uniform clouds. For relatively broken clouds,
Re derived from the CALIPSO extinction coefficient and
depolarization-ratio method (red line) agrees better with the
RSP data (blue). CALIPSO extinction coefficients (green and
red lines of lower panel of Figure 11) also agree with the ones
from HSRL measurements (blue line). Cloud microphysical
properties derived from the under-flying aircraft
measurements agree similarly well with collocated water-
cloud microphysical properties derived from CALIPSO.

SUMMARY

Water-cloud lidar ratios can be derived from water-cloud layer-
integrated attenuated-backscattering and depolarization ratios of
CALIPSO lidar measurements. Lidar ratios and color ratios of
water clouds are both sensitive to changes in effective radius and
variance of the water-cloud size distribution. Using the CALIPSO
lidar measurements and collocated MODIS effective-size
measurements, a neural-network algorithm is developed to
retrieve water-cloud effective radius from CALIPSO’s water-
cloud backscattering measurements.

Vertical profiles of lidar backscattering from water clouds are
sensitive to changes in cloud extinction coefficients. It is

FIGURE 8 | Examples of the extinction coefficient (A) and effective radius (B) estimates for water-cloud measurements of a nighttime CALIPSO orbit (C). Method 1
(blue lines) and Method 2 (red lines) are two different retrieval algorithms described in the text. The unit of latitudes in all the figures are in degrees.
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challenging to deriving extinction coefficients from the CALIPSO
lidar backscattering profile because of the cloud top heterogeneity
and CALIPSO’s detector transient response. Based on
simulations of the cloud measurements, a neural-network
algorithm is developed to determine extinction coefficients
accurately from the water-cloud backscattering profile.

Based on daytime and nighttime land surface depolarization
statistics, adjustments are made to the nighttime water-cloud
depolarization ratios in order to apply an algorithm to determine
effective radii from nighttime CALIPSO measurements. This
algorithm is trained from daytime MODIS and CALIPSO
measurements.

Based on the theoretical analysis, we developed an experimental
data product that retrieves microphysical properties of water clouds

(e.g., extinction coefficient, effective drop size, liquid-water content,
and droplet number concentration) from 14 + years of global lidar
measurements acquired by NASA’s CALIPSO satellite. This new
product will provide constraints to improve modeling of the water
cycle and cloud-climate interactions. To realize this potential, the
product must be properly validated.

Airborne measurements made by the co-manifested LaRC
HSRL and the GISS RSP can be used to derive an identical set of
water-cloud microphysical properties. These retrievals from
airborne remote-sensing platforms agrees with our
experimental CALIPSO water-cloud microphysical product.

For future studies, we plan to improve the algorithm
with more sophisticated treatments of droplet variances,
vertical changes of cloud droplet sizes, and aerosols/subvisual

FIGURE 9 | CALIPSO measurements of cloud liquid-water content (A) and droplet number concentration (B) from the same section of orbit as in as Figure 8.

FIGURE 10 | Annual mean effective radius (A), extinction coefficient (B), cloud liquid-water content (C) and droplet number concentration (D) of CALIPSO water-
cloud measurements.
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clouds located above the water cloud. Additional information
from aircraft measurements and collocated MODIS, AMSR-E
and other A-Train satellite measurements will be analyzed for
future algorithm improvements.
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